The modeling and simulation of non-traditional imaging systems require holistic consideration of the end-to-end system. We demonstrate this approach through a tolerance analysis of a random scattering lensless imaging system.
INTRODUCTION
Computational optical devices vary in form, including coded aperture systems, plenoptic devices, and compressive sensors. [1] [2] [3] [4] Tolerancing computational optical systems can be challenging due to these diverse architectures, the use of algorithmic components to reconstruct data, and the need to raytrace many images.
In this paper we discuss a generalizable method that enables the simulation and tolerance analysis of these systems. This concept is demonstrated using a static lensless random imager. To enable rapid simulations, we use a graphics processing unit (GPU) based raytrace engine utilizing the NVIDIA OptiX API. This tool enables simulation of non-traditional imaging systems such as a static random lensless imaging system. Using a GPU-based raytracing tool enables traditional optical design tasks to be performed on non-traditional imaging systems at a much faster rate compared to traditional optical design tools.
LENSLESS COMPUTATIONAL IMAGING SYSTEM
Human interpretable imagery has been previously demonstrated using lensless imaging systems. 5, 6 These systems produce an image through a calibration process to estimate, invert, and apply a system measurement matrix to raw data. We have modeled a similar lensless imaging system consisting of a source, a random refracting element, and a detector, as shown in figure 1 . The model uses a collimated source with the detector located 1 mm from the random refracting element. Tolerancing such a static lensless random imaging system is challenging using traditional approaches. Tolerance analyses inherently require a metric to analyze, such as modulation transfer function, optical path difference, or other image quality metrics. However, there is no straightforward interpretation of the raw data collected by such a lensless computational imaging system.
SIMULATION OF COMPUTATIONAL IMAGING SYSTEMS
To perform a tolerance analysis for a non-traditional system we propose use of a Monte Carlo analysis were the merit function is based on system performance for a given task. The demonstrative Monte Carlo analysis performed used the task of image reconstruction with minimum bit error. Each iteration of the Monte Carlo analysis will randomly perturb system parameters such as translation and rotation of the static random scatter and detector. For each iteration we must also include a full simulated system calibration procedure based on the new system parameters to evaluate how the system would perform if manufactured according to these new parameters. The new calibration for each iteration is then used to calculate the system performance against a task (in this case bit error), and the sensitivity of this merit function to the system parameters is then calculated similar to traditional optical system tolerancing methods. The primary novel contribution of this method is the inclusion of the system calibration procedure in each step of the Monte Carlo iteration.
This method inherently requires a significant number of raytraces. In this example, object space was discretized into a 32 × 32 array of angular regions, which then require 1024 raster scanned object space pixel simulations to construct the system measurement matrix. Therefore, a Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 iterations would require over 10 million individual images raytraced through the computational imaging system.
To perform this large number of image simulations at reasonable computational times we implemented a custom C++ application which quickly simulates the propagation of photons through simulated optical devices, supporting both parametric and mesh-based optical elements. This application makes use of NVIDIA's OptiX ray tracing engine to accelerate the simulation via the GPU. Configuration files are used to specify the geometric configuration of the optical devices as well as parameterization of the simulation parameters such as sampling techniques and recursive depth maximums. The application used a forward-tracing technique which originates the photons at the pixelated emissive array and propagates them forward until striking the detector. Termination of rays occurred for numerous reasons such as exiting the simulated scene geometry or reaching a minimum threshold of importance after numerous reflections. Since OptiX allows the user to write custom programs to be run on the GPU at many useful stages of the ray-tracing pipeline, it was practical to explore specific phenomenon such as collinear light or total internal reflection, even when such rays did not propagate fully through the system onto the detector element.
The GPU-based raytrace tool enabled the holistic simulation of the computational imaging system. This process is shown in figure 2 . A series of calibration images displayed on the pixelated source array were raytraced through the scattering object. The measured outputs on the detector array coupled with the known inputs on the pixelated source array enable calculation of a system measurement matrix. This measurement matrix is a deterministic relationship between object space and image space for the imaging system. Inversion of the system measurement matrix and application to measured data on the detector array enables reconstruction of test images. Test images were analyzed to produce a merit function for use in the tolerance anaylsis. Minimum bit error of the reconstructed image was chosen as the parameter for image quality. Minimum bit error is the bit error between a reconstructed binary test image and a ground truth binary test image. Ten random binary test images were passed through the lensless imaging system and the average reconstructed minimum bit error was calculated for each iteration within the Monte Carlo analysis.
TOLERANCE ANALYSIS
We performed a Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 complete system calibration and test iterations. The variables in the Monte Carlo simulation included detector X, Y, and Z position and rotation parameters, as well as random scatterer rotation X, Y, and Z parameters. All position variables followed a uniform probability distribution with ±0.25 mm minimum/maximum value from nominal. Rotation variables followed a uniform probability distribution with a ±10 degree minimum/maximum from nominal. Detector X, Y, and Z rotation versus the average reconstructed minimum bit error (ARMBE) is shown in figure  3 . Detector X rotation and detector Y rotation indicates minimal correlation with ARMBE. Detector rotation about the Z axis appears correlate slightly with ARMBE changes, though the correlation does not appear to be strong. Scatterer X, Y, and Z rotation versus the average reconstructed minimum bit error (ARMBE) is shown in figure  4 . Scatterer rotation about X and Y show a negative correlation with ARMBE; as rotation increases ARMBE tends to decrease. Scatterer Z rotation does not appear to strongly correlate with ARMBE. Detector X, Y, and Z position versus the average reconstructed minimum bit error (ARMBE) is shown in figure  5 . Detector X and Y position show strong correlation with ARMBE, with an optimal position located near the optical axis. Detector Z position shows a positive correlation with ARMBE; detector positions closer to the scatterer tend to decrease ARMBE. This is due to increasing signal on the detector as the detector moves closer to the scatterer. Table 1 : (a) Mean and standard deviation of parameters varied in the Monte Carlo simulation for simulations where the error was equal to or less than the nominal error and (b) the mean, median, and standard deviation of the bit error.
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Table 1 (a) shows the parameters varied in the Monte Carlo simulation. The mean value and standard deviation of the variables for all Monte Carlo simulations that yielded error equal to or less than the nominal error are shown. This analysis shows that detector rotation and scatterer rotation play minor roles in system performance, as evidenced by the large standard deviation values for these parameters. However, detector X, Y, and Z position do impact system performance. Better performing systems are centered near the optical axis and closer to the scattering element. Increased performance is due to a higher density of relevant scattered photons being collected by the detector. Table 1 Figure 6 shows the histogram associated with the statistics from table 1 (b). Of the systems evaluated, 11.28% performed better than the nominal condition, indicated by the red vertical line in the histogram. The Monte Carlo analysis suggests that the initial scatterer/detector separation was non-optimal, and reducing detector Z position tends to increase performance.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We demonstrated the use of a GPU-based raytrace tool for a Monte Carlo tolerance simulation on a static lensless random scattering computational imager.
Tolerancing a lensless imaging system is challenging because of the difficulty in defining performance metrics for a non-traditional optical system. Determining optimal positions of system components requires many raytraces for calibration, a computationally demanding task. Monte Carlo analyses coupled with GPU-based raytraces can be used for tolerancing when algorithmic reconstruction is ultimately included in the simulation.
The novel contribution of this work is as follows: the methods used here enable the generation of a system performance metric to quantify computational imaging system tolerance sensitivities, and demonstrated a practical approach enabled by GPU-based raytrace applications. The procedure performed demonstrates how the effect of realistic manufacturing tolerances could be analyzed for non-traditional computational imaging systems.
These results could be built upon to investigate holistic computational imaging system optimization, where both physical optical elements and algorithmic computational elements could be optimized simultaneously. Especially when utilizing complex optical surfaces such as the random scattering element discussed in this report, we postulate that complete system simulations using GPU-based raytrace engines will enable new and unique solutions to the many problems faced in optical science.
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